
LACAVA Freight Program
Each product specifies its freight Class in the price section.  

LACAVA Freight Program for the USA*     

 Class 1: $15 -- ships by UPS  
  3-10 items will ship under Class 2, 10+ items will ship under Class 3, pallet loads $150 each pallet unless FFA is reached    
 Class 2: $35 -- ships by UPS 
  Shipping price is per item up to max $150 per pallet in shipping cost unless  FFA is reached     
 Class 3: $50 -- ships by UPS     
  Shipping price is per item up to max $150 per pallet in shipping cost unless  FFA is reached     
 Class 4: $150 per pallet -- ships by Common Carrier
     
 Class 5: $200 per pallet -- ships by Common Carrier 
    
 FFA -- An order over $2500 NET qualifies for free shipping   

LACAVA Freight Program for CANADA** import/export duties and taxes are not included  

 Class 1: $35 -- ships by UPS 
  3-10 items will ship under Class 2, 10+ items will ship under Class 3, pallet loads $250 each pallet unless FFA is reached    
 Class 2: $80 -- ships by UPS     
  Shipping price is per item up to max $250 per pallet in shipping cost unless  FFA is reached     
 Class 3: $100 -- ships by UPS 
  Shipping price is per item up to max $250 per pallet in shipping cost unless FFA is reached     
 Class 4: $250 per pallet -- ships by Common Carrier     

 Class 5: $300 per pallet -- ships by Common Carrier     

 FFA -- An order over $4900 NET qualifies for free shipping   

When 2 or more items of different class are ordered at the same time, then freight will be charged at the highest class item on the order.  
Classification for partial shipments will be based on each shipment’s value.  

* Only orders shipping ground standard delivery to a business address within the contiguous 48 states are  eligible for this program. 
Please call for residential drop shipments and other delivery methods.  

** Only orders shipping ground standard delivery to showroom’s address within the mainland Canada are eligible for this program. 
Please call for drop shipments and other delivery methods.
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